
SASC Admin  Notes
Date: May 1, 2022
Open of meeting: 11:02 AM
12 Concepts read by: Cheryl T

Admin topics
1. Non-Compliance Motion
2. Motions to vote on this month
3. Online Grievance form
4. Hybrid Stuff
5. Snacks for admin meeting in person maybe someday?

Announcements:
● In person admin and Area This month!
● Thank you to Jake for running Area last month
● 1111 Harvard Ave 98122 Seattle, for in person Area!

Topic 1: Non Compliance Motion

Yas(Chair): So from looking at the minutes I saw that there was some concern about the motion

Travis(Recording Secretary): I gave an explanation the following is a recounting from memory after the
fact: I may need Jake to help me with the details but I believe the concern was that the number of votes
had changed since taking roll call. Basically there were supposed to be 23 voting members. But by the
time we voted on all the motions people noticed there were only 21 people voting. When we took a tally
for the non compliance motion, we assumed we could count the number of in favore votes and
abstentions and then assume that meant there were then only 7 no votes or whatever it was rather than
getting people to raise their hands. The problem being that if 2 people had left without us knowing, that
would then mean we gave the no vote 2 more votes than it actually had.

Jake(RCM): That sounds like a really accurate recount of how it went. I was thinking that maybe going
forward we ask before we do motions how many voting members there are.

Yas(Chair): So anyone against the idea of re voting on the motion for this month?

Group: All agreed that it was worth re voting on

Yas(Chair):Travis do you have any thoughts on how we would do that or what would that look like?

Travis(Recording Secretary): So I would say it might be worth sending the motion back but re counting
via zoom and via in person separately is probably necessary.

Yas(Chair): in open share we can speak about the motion again and let the GSRs decide if they want to
send it back as a motion or vote on it today. I’ll put down a note for us to talk about it during area today.



Topic 2: Motions to vote on this month

Yas(Chair): So there are no motions for this month is that correct?

Cheryl T(C and E): No, there is one motion that is going to be voted on.

Travis(Recording Secretary): Yeah, So I did put one motion into the minutes as kind of a “Catch all”
kind of thing because I wasn sure. Basically we discussed the motion last month(April), but it was
submitted the month before that(March), and is now being voted on this month(May). So technically It had
already been posted once already because I had put it in the minutes before.

Cheryl T(C and E):Well we need to vote on it because groups have seen it and are expecting to vote on
it. It was in the minutes so we vote. Plus We really need the help of the PR sub committee right now.

Yas(Chair): Alright, So I’ll put a note down that we are voting on that. Does anyone know if that event
accountability form ever got approved?

Note: Accountability form being referenced is for Activities back in Feb/March.

General consensus: The accountability form for activities never got voted on.

Topic 3: Online Grievance form

Yas(Chair):Just for context this is something that came up in the Admin accountability ad hoc committee
discussion. We found that this was something that was kind of lacking especially with so many other
forms having an online form. The idea being that if someone wanted to make a grievance right now there
isn’t a clear cut way for them to go about it if they are not familiar with the guidelines.

Gwynnd(Web Coordinator): I just copied the text from the guidelines. The format of grievances “clearly
outline the problem then prepose a solution”. There are boxes for people to put in name, email, date, etc.
The “state the problem box” can store up to 1500 characters, same with the solution box. There is also a
section for screenshots etc. The form then gets sent on to the Chair, Recording secretary and the person
sending the grievance email.

Yas(Chair): looks like you copied the guidelines here perfectly. I would say that maybe it should go to
@admin, just because of transparency… Let me take a look at the guidelines.

Note: Guidelines say grievances go to Vice Chair in general but nothing to exclude any other
SASC member.

Yas(Chair): Guidelines aside I think it’s going to admin as a whole makes sense. Just because we all
discuss it anyway. I'd also say increase the character count, just in case.



Gwynnd(Web Coordinator): Better for them to be able to get everything down that they want to say
rather than not being able to say enough and getting even more upset.

Yas(Chair):in terms of putting this live, are people good with this going up on the website?

General Consensus: Yep.

Topic 4: Hybrid Stuff

Yas(Chair): Fully anticipating that today will be experimental. We have the Mic that Tyler recommended
and it seems to be working great. I spoke with Naomi(Former Chair) about how in person Area used to be
organized. We are taking the tables and chairs and just kind of moving them 90 degrees. That way
everything will be facing the projector screen and everyone can see. The mic seems good. Unfortunately
my computer is literally dead, so I'm using Tony's laptop, but we can use whatever computer going
forward. The camera that is being glitchy right now can hopefully be worked on in between now and next
Area.

Jake(RCM): I can stop by on my way to try to grab a camera.

Yas(Chair): The set up right now is built into the computer but if we get something we can always tape it
on, or figure something out.

Jake(RCM): What's my budget for the camera?

Tyler(Treasurer): What is the reason for us needing a camera? I don't see that we would need to go over
the 50$ mark that we did for the mic. The mic was 50 and works great so I'd say keep it in the same area.

(Continual camera issues persist that confirm we do, in fact, need a better camera)

Yas(Chair): Maybe something with a clip on it? I also have an extender.

Topic 5:  Snacks for admin meeting in person maybe someday?

General consensus: Everyone wants snacks, no one is getting snacks…Unless they want to stop at
Costco and bring enough for everybody.


